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Overview 
Thank you for choosing Big V for your insulation and sound deadening pack! 
 
This guide will explain the basic process and techniques for installing the materials in your van. It’s                 
just intended as a quick reference, please feel free to ask as many questions as you like before,                  
during, and after your installation. We’re here to help! 

Pack Recap 
We split our insulation and sound deadening into three standard packs to make it easier to choose the                  
right level for how you intend to use your van. 
 
These are just sensible groupings of products that we’ve come up with through experience, though.               
They can be adjusted and, in most cases, you can add additional material later if you wish. 
 
We use the same guide for these packs as is used for sleeping bags, which is to rate them by                    
seasons.  

● 1 season sleeping bags are for summer use 
● 2 seasons includes late spring and early fall 
● 3 seasons covers all of spring, summer, and fall 
● 4 seasons is suitable for use all year round 

 
As a recap, here are the three packs we recommend: 

1. Pack A: 1/2 season - This is the most commonly selected pack for day vans. It is designed to                   
make your van quieter and provide a little insulation for the odd night away. 

a. Suitable for: 
i. Day vans, with the occasional night away in good weather 
ii. Campsites with electric hookups, where a fan heater can be used if the             

temperature drops 
iii. Vans with a gas or diesel night heater which isn't used too often 

2. Pack B: 2/3 season - This is the most commonly selected pack for campervans. It makes                
your van both quiet and warm. 

a. Suitable for: 
i. Longer stays away, and in more weather conditions 
ii. Campers who wish to extend their season without resorting to a night heater 
iii. Those who want to reduce their dependence on their night heater, saving fuel             

costs 
3. Pack C: 3/4 season - This is the all seasons pack. It's a significant upgrade in thermal and                  

acoustic coverage. 
a. Suitable for: 

i. Cold weather campers with a night heater, or who are just very intrepid! 
ii. Anyone who is sensitive to road noise or ambient noise while sleeping 
iii. Reduces night heater fuel costs significantly 
iv. Often paired with thermal blinds 
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4. Custom Packs - If you plan on using your van in a less common way, such as living in it or                     
taking it skiing in the Alps, we can design a custom pack just for you. 

Installation Process 
It could hardly be easier to install your insulation and sound deadening pack. These instructions are                
based on a completely empty van with fully exposed metalwork inside. If your van already has some                 
stuff in the back we can suggest the best way to work around everything, where possible. 

Tools You’ll Need 
It doesn’t take much to install your insulation and sound deadening pack but there is some equipment                 
that makes it a bit easier. 

Sturdy gloves 
They’re really only needed for the first step, applying the mass loading            
sound deadening, and only because the edges can be sharp. Gardening           
gloves or anything similar would do but if you don’t have gloves just take              
care to not run your fingers over the sound deadening as it will give you               
horrible papercut-like abrasions! 
 
Gloves like these can be bought for around £2 from DIY shops. 
 

Wallpaper Seam Roller, or something similar 
Again, this is only needed for the first step but is important to making sure               
that the mass loading sound deadening is fully stuck down. It’s firm stuff so              
just pressing with your fingers isn’t always enough, plus you risk cutting            
your fingers. 
 
If you don’t have something like this, use a hard rounded object and roll it               
back and forth over each section of the sound deadening instead. 

 

Heat Gun or Hairdryer 
This is the final tool you’ll need for step 1. The mass loading sound              
deadening has a tar-like backing which sticks it to the metalwork. That needs             
to be warmed up to ensure that it sticks as well as possible. It doesn’t take                
loads of heat, though, so a cheap heat gun would be fine. In a pinch, a                
hairdryer would also work, just allow a little more time to heat the material. 
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Additional Materials To Buy 
Your pack will contain all of the insulation and sound deadening to complete your project, but there                 
are a few other consumables that you may wish to purchase. Whether or not you’ll need these                 
depends on what else you plan to do to your van, hence we don’t include them as standard.  
 
They’re all available from normal DIY stores, or we can supply them in addition to your pack. 

 

Foil Tape 
If you plan to carpet the framework of your van,          
we suggest that you cover all of the little holes          
and gaps with foil tape first. 
 
This does two things: 
 

1. It stops the carpet being pushed into the        
holes at a later date 

 
2. It helps trap air in the van’s framework        

which acts as an insulator 
 
 
 

Radiator Foil 
You’ll see a lot of debate online about whether to          
put a vapour barrier behind your ply panels. We         
do, and we use the same foil that you might put           
behind your radiators as it’s cheap and thermally        
efficient. 
 
Our view, coming from a manufacturer-approved      
background, is that if the vehicle manufacturer       
could have saved a penny a van by not using          
vapour barriers behind the cab door cards, they        
would have. 
 
Also, modern vans aren’t panel waxed or       
otherwise protected inside. It’s sensible to take       
steps to limit the moisture that gets into your         
panels.  
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Step 1: Adding Mass to Panels 
 
 
 
The first layer that goes on is the mass loading          
sound deadening, which looks like this: 
 
You’re going to apply this in two main areas. 
 
 
 

Rear Wheel Arches 
On these, you’re going for 100% coverage. This area is usually then carpeted over directly on top of                  
the sound deadening, so it’s important to heat it well and roll it flat. You can use whatever size and                    
shape pieces you need to as it will all appear flat under the carpet, if you’ve heated and rolled it well. 
 

Modern Vans 
 
Wrap the material over the 
whole wheel arch, up to where it 
meets the van’s framework. 
 
It’s often easiest to cut a strip to 
go right over the top, then a big 
piece for the side, then little bits 
to fill in. 

Classic Vans 
 
Aim to cover the whole 
front and top of the 
engine area as this is 
the biggest source of 
noise.  
 
You’ll go on to add 
additional layers next. 

 

Side Walls and Roof/Ceiling (if applicable) 
Before you start this part, cut all of your mass loading sound deadening into strips, roughly 3 inches                  
wide and 6-9 inches long (or any similar size you prefer). Count the number of strips you have and                   
divide by the panels you will be covering. This just makes sure you’ll apply it evenly and not run out at                     
the end! 
 
Depending on the pack you’ve chosen, you may be aiming to cover anything from around 20% of                 
each panel (usually 3-4 strips) to 40% of each panel. There’s no need or benefit to covering 100%                  
with this material as it just mutes the vibrations and resonance in the panels.  
 
The analogy we use is a gong. If you imagine a big gong has just been struck and you stick your two                      
hands on it, you’ll mute most of the sound. If your friend adds their hands they’ll mute a little more                    
sound but if more people add their hands, eventually there will be no more benefit to extra hands. This                   
works in the same way. 
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You should spread your strips evenly around       
the middle area of the panel, just where you         
would naturally put your hands if the panel was         
a gong you were trying to mute. 
 
In this photo, the black squares in the middle         
are manufacturer applied sound deadening. Not      
all vans will have this, if yours doesn’t you can          
move your strips into the middle a little more         
than in the photo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you’re also sound deadening the roof of your         
van, the strips should be spaced out between        
the framework that runs across the roof. 
 
 
 
 
 

What if you have windows in your van? 
Windows are great for light but bad for heat and quiet. We recommend that you use the same amount                   
of material but just apply more to the panels that are left. This will help to compensate for the noise                    
and heat loss from the windows. 

What if you have some material left over at the end? 
Find somewhere to stick it that isn’t already covered! The more the better, use everything you have. 
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Step 2: Main Insulation & Ambient Sound Deadening 
 
The next step is to add the main insulation to          
absolutely everywhere you can. This material also       
acts as sound deadening, muting ambient noise       
rather than vibrations. This includes noisy road       
surfaces, campsites, animals, or anything else      
around your van whether you’re travelling along or        
sitting still. 
 
For this layer you’ll use one of a couple of types of            
CCF (closed cell foam), which looks like this: 
 

Non-Self Adhesive versus Self Adhesive 
We mainly use non-self adhesive PEF foam as it is easier to work with, you can use a better adhesive                    
with it, and you can get it further into the corners.  
 
PEF foam is stiffer than some other types of CCF, which allows you to slide it into the gaps in panels                     
more easily. This allows for a better level of cover, making your insulation more efficient for the same                  
cost. 
 
The CCF with self adhesive backing also tends to grab anything it touches, meaning you’ll               
occasionally get it stuck to frames, supports, your hands, and other places. 
 
PEF is also easier to apply in multiple layers, either now or in the future if you want to upgrade your                     
insulation and sound deadening. It sticks to itself well, having a firmer structure than other CCF’s. 

How to apply 
Cut your PEF into one large section at a time. Slide that section into the panel area and tuck it as far                      
into the corners and edges as possible. Once it’s roughly in place you’ll be able to see how large the                    
next piece needs to be, as they often slide further into the edges than you expect. 
 
Once you have all the big pieces cut for a panel, remove them all and spray the contact adhesive into                    
the panel area to be covered. It comes out like webbing, wait and watch the strands until they almost                   
all stop glistening. You may even think you’ve left it too long as it can take a minute or more, but the                      
glue stays sticky for ages. 
 
Once it has mostly stopped glistening, slide the insulation pieces back into the panel sections. Take                
care to push it into the corners and edges first so the glue doesn’t grab and stop you sliding it all the                      
way in. 
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How it should look at the end 
 
You’re aiming for 100% coverage with this layer.        
Insulation is different from sound deadening, any       
gap allows in cold. 
 
The analogy here is a jacket. No matter how warm          
your jacket is, if you unzip it you’ll feel cold. 
 
Don’t worry about the absolute edges and little        
gaps, we’ll tackle them next. 

Amounts of Materials 
● If you’ve chosen Pack A: 1/2 Season 

○ For this pack, you’ll apply one layer of PEF only  
● If you’ve chosen Pack B: 2/3 Season 

○ This pack adds a 2nd layer of PEF, to be stuck over the top of the 1st layer 
● If you’ve chosen Pack C: 3/4 Season 

○ For this pack, you’ll fit 2 layers of PEF and then a full layer of HydroWELD on top (see                   
step 3 for more information) 

What if you have windows in your van? 
As above, we suggest you put additional material everywhere else to compensate for the windows.  

What if you have some material left over at the end? 
As before, use it all up somewhere!  

Step 3: The Floor (if applicable) 
You can complete steps 2 and 3 in either order,          
as you prefer.  
 
When you come to insulation the floor of your         
van, you’ll use the dense vinyl insulation and        
sound deadening in one. This is rolled out directly         
on to the metalwork with the fuzzy white side         
down and a ply floor can be laid directly on top of            
this layer.  
 
You can use a little spray glue to hold down the           
pieces if you wish. You’re going for 100%        
coverage, fitted around any brackets or rails you        
wish to keep.  
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Step 4: All The Little Places 
Depending on the pack you’ve selected, you’ll have one of two products to use in this step. 
 

Pack A & B  
ABSoft 
 
This is a material 
similar to soft toy 
stuffing but designed 
for use in automotive 
and similar 
environments. 
 
 

Pack C  
HydroWELD 
 
This is a 
high-performance, 
hydrophobic insulator 
and sound deadener 
which is a significant 
upgrade on ABSoft 

Pack A Process 
With Pack A, you’ll be using ABSoft to fill all of the edges and little gaps into which you couldn’t get                     
the PEF in Step 2. We recommend cutting the ABSoft into strips to make it easier to tuck into places.                    
You can use a little spray glue to hold it in place if necessary. 

Pack B Process 
Pack B adds a full 100% coverage layer of ABSoft, which you’ll glue down in the same way as the                    
PEF. You’ll be able to stuff this material into the edges even more than the PEF, though, so you will                    
end up with very good coverage as a result. 

Pack C Process 
Pack C replaces ABSoft with a full 100% coverage layer of HydroWELD, which you’ll glue down in the                  
same way as the PEF. Just like ABSoft, you’ll be able to stuff this material into the edges even more                    
than the PEF, though, so you will end up with the same very good coverage as a result. 
 
Some examples of Pack C after all three layers have been applied: 
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Step 5: Optional Vapour Barrier & Foil Tape 

Ply Panelling 
If you will be adding ply panelling or anything similar to your van we suggest applying a vapour barrier                   
to all of the lower panel sections. 

 
 
 
 
Use foil tape to seal up the panel section. If the           
radiator foil is too short it can be joined with foil tape            
as well. 
 
You’ll later put screws or clips through this barrier,         
as well as the rear door/tailgate handle. That’s fine,         
it doesn’t need to be 100% sealed.  
 
It just prevents most of the ambient moisture from         
the air getting into the panels, where it can run          
down and pool which will eventually rot the bottom         
of your van. 
 
 

Carpet Lining Frames 
If you plan to carpet line your van’s framework we recommend first            
covering all of the little holes with foil tape.  
 
In the photo to the left you’ll see above the main panel section a strip               
of aluminium foil tape. The same sort of strip has been applied            
between the two main sections and smaller bits are covering holes in            
the frames around the doors. 
 
This does two things: 
 

1. It stops the carpet being pushed into the holes at a later date 
 
2. It helps trap air in the van’s framework which acts as an            

insulator 
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That’s all there is to it! 
Don’t forget, you can call us, email us, or stop by the workshop for advice along the way, we’re happy                    
to help!  
 
If you get really stuck or just can’t find the time to install your insulation and sound deadening pack                   
you can also ask us for a quote to fit it. We use exactly the same materials and quantities in our own                      
conversions and the only extra cost is our labour time. 

What’s next?? 
Now you’ve mastered insulation and sound deadening, why not have a go at ply and carpet lining? It’s                  
not much harder and we offer great value packs for that, too! 
 
Head to our self-build shop to design your perfect carpet pack: 
https://shop.bigvkampers.com/categories/carpet-other-lining 
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